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1.

In the recent paper [5] we showed that certain algebras, with identity, can
be represented as algebras of continuous functions on a Boolean space (a totally
disconnected compact space). Now we shall show that the same is essentially true
even if we do not assume existence of an identity.

More specifically, we shall characterize the space Cp(S) of continuous complex
valued functions on a Boolean space S, each vanishing on certain point pES,

specified in advance. We shall formulate the main results in such a way that the
result of [5] is an easy consequence, following as a special case. Our proofs will use
a different approach (we shall utilize Gelfand theory rather than that of Stone).

2.

We shall use terminology and notation from [5] and [2]. A Boolean space is a
totally disconnected compact space. A clopen set is a set which is both open and
closed, C(S) will denote the space of all continuous complex valued functions on a
space S. An idempotent is a member e of a Banach algebra such that e2 = e. The set
of all idempotent members will be denoted by I, Ao will denote the space of all finite

linear combinations L~j Aiei of members ej, .", en of 1.

3.

LetS be a Boolean space, pES and let Cp(S) denote the space of all members
of C(S) vanishing at p.
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THEOREM 1. The class Ao of all finite linear combinations 2:::;~I AjXEj of char

acteristicjunctions of clopen subsets Ell ...,Ell ofS rv {p} is dense in Cp{S) for any

pES (here X . denotes the characteristic junction of Ei : X . (t) = 1 ift E Ej and~ ~
XE; (t) = OothelWise).

Proof One can use essentially the proof of Theorem 1 in [5].

Now let A be a Banach algebra such that the set Ao = {2:::7=1 Aiej : ej E I
and AI, ... , All are complex numbers} is dense in A and such that the members of I
commute. Assume further that II x II::::: maxi lAd for each member x of Ao of the form

x = 2:::7=1 Ajei, where el, ... , ell are disjoint in the sense that eiej = 0 if i =J. j.

THEOREM 2. For each algebra A with the above three properties there exists a

Boolean space Sand pES such that A is isomorphic and isometric to Cp(S) (the

nonn in Cp(S) is the supnomz: II x 1/= SUPI Ix(t) I for each x E Cp(S)). If A has an

identity, then p is an isolated point of S (the set {p} is both open and closed).

Proof First note that the first two assumed conditions imply that A is com
mutative. So, we can invoke Gelfand theory. Let S be the set of all multiplicative
members of A '. Then

S= {FM :ME W1}U{8},

where W1 is the set of all maximal regular ideals of A and 8 is the member of A' that
maps everything into 0 : 8(x) = 0 for all x E A. (We use the notation of [2] here:
FM is the multiplicative linear functional on A whose kemehs M E W1). We equip
S with the topology T which is the restriction of the weak' topology of A' . Since S
is a closed subset of the norm closed unit ball of A' , we conclude that S is compact
in T. Consider the Gelfand map x -+ xt\( ) of A into C(S), where Xt\(FM) = FM(x)

if a member of S is of this form for some M E W1 and xt\ (8) = O. This Gelfand
map does not have to be one-to-one but it maps members e of! (idempotents) into

characteristic functions XE of some clopen subset E of S : the fact that et\ (s? = et\ (s)

implies that et\ (s) is either 0 or 1, so we can take E = {s E S : et\ (s) = I}. It follows
from the continuity of et\ ( ) that both E and its complement are closed subsets of S.
Also it is not difficult to see that if el, , ell are disjoint in the sense that eiej = 0 if
i =J. j, then the corresponding sets E], , Ell are disjoint in set-theoretic sense. This

means that if a member x = 2:::;~1Aiej in Ao is such that el, ... , ell are disjoint, then
/1 xt\ 1100= max lAd (the norm II 1100 is defined in [2, 6A] ). But II x/\ 1/00:::::11 x /1

[2,23B]. Hence the last assumption about the setAo implies that /1 xt\ 1100=1/ x II, and
so A is semi-simple. Thus, the Gelfand map x -+ x/\ is one-to-one and isometric.

One can show, using Theorem 1 above, that it maps A onto Cp(S), where p = 8.
It remains to show that S is totally disconnected. Let Mj , M2 be two different

members of W1, take x E MI rv M2. Then FMj (x) = 0 and x = Jl u + m for
some m E M2, some complex number Jl and a relative identify u of M2. Also
FM2 (x) = Jl, and we may assume that Jl = 1. Then x is also a relative identiy
of M2• It follows from [2,22D] that the set {y E A :/1 y - x II < I} does not

intersect M2• Take Xo E Ao such that II Xo - x 11< !; then Xo = 2:::7=] Ajei for
some ell ...,ell E I and complex numbers AI, ... , All' It follows from Proposition 2
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in [5] that we may assume eI, ... , ell to be disjoint. Then the corresponding sets
E1, ••• , Ell are also disjoint. There exists exactly one set Ej such that M1 E Ej• This
set Ei is clopen and it is not difficult to show that M2 rf- Ei : "M2 E Ej" would
imply that FM2(xo) = FM,(xo) from which it would follow that IFM,(xo) - 11 =
IFM2(xo) - FM2(x) I ~ II Xo - x II< !, which is in contradiction to the fact that

IFM,(xo)1 < ! (indeed, IFM,(xo)1 = IFMI(XO)- FM,(x)1 ~II Xo -x 11< !).
This shows that any two members SI and S2 of S of the form SI = FM, , S2 = F M2

can be separated by a clopen set Ei•

The case when SI = fJ and S2 = FM for some M E m is even simpler. Let u

be a relative identity modulo M and take Xo E Ao such that II Xo - u II< !.Then, as
above, we find a clopen subset Ei of S such that S2 E Ej• Obviously, fJ rf- Ej•

The last statement of the Theorem is also easy to establish, it follows from the
fact that 1"(FM) = 1, ME m, and 1"(fJ) = 0 (here 1denotes the identity of A).

Note that Theorem 2 and 3 in [5] are simple consequence of this theorem: all
we have to do here to take S = m.

THEOREM 3. For each algebra A above (the same as in the statement of Theorem
2) there exits a locally compact totally disconnected space Ssuch that A is isomorphic
and isometric to the algebra Coo (S) of all continuous complex valued fimctions x( t)
on S vanishing at 00 (which means that for each c > 0 there exists a compact set C<

such that Ix(t)1 ~ cfor each t E S rv C<). The space S has the property that each
point in S has a neighborhood which is both open and compact.

The author would like to thank the referee for careful reading of the manuscript
and suggested corrections.
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